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Jen (Linehan) Howze

It was with much excitement, honor, and a little trepidation that I agreed to act as
the incoming Co-Chair for the Gopher Tortoise Council (GTC) last October. I thought I would
start off by giving you just a little background information about myself since there are a lot
of members I haven’t had the opportunity to meet quite yet. For the past five years, I have
had the pleasure of working as the herpetology research coordinator at the Joseph Jones
Ecological Research Center under Dr. Lora Smith. This position has allowed me to research
numerous herpetofauna within the Longleaf Pine Ecosystem including the gopher tortoise
and several species of upland snakes.
As the new co-chair, I will be organizing and hosting The 2012 GTC Meeting, which
will be held on October 4-6 at the Kirbo Center, in Bainbridge, Georgia. The plenary session
theme for the meeting will focus on “Upland Snake Research and Conservation” and I’m
thrilled that Whit Gibbons (Savannah River Ecology Lab) has graciously agreed to present the
keynote address to start the meeting off with a “bang”. This year’s meeting will be a great
opportunity to learn about the important research regarding upland snakes across the
gopher tortoise’s range and will attract additional researchers who may not have realized
that the GTC isn’t just focused on the tortoise. This year we will be initiating a student
competition where judges will award “Best Student Presentation” and “Best Student Poster.”
GTC has the reputation of being student friendly and for many students it is their first
opportunity to present their work. This will give us a chance to recognize these hardworking
students who will contribute to our knowledge base and aid in conservation and
management of the gopher tortoise and its commensals. Additionally, we hope to dedicate
an afternoon for meeting participants to break out into working groups. Working groups will
allow for participants with common interests or expertise to network and exchange ideas in
the hopes of promoting science-based management beneficial to the gopher tortoise and
other upland species. I am currently soliciting ideas for working group topics. Please
contact me through the GTC website (www.gophertortoisecouncil.org) if there is a topic that
you feel should be highlighted.
On to some exciting gopher tortoise related news. On March 8, 2012, the USDA and
Secretary of the Interior announced a new $33 million program called “The Working Lands
for Wildlife Initiative.” This partnership will team Federal, State, and Local wildlife experts
with forest landowners to use innovative approaches to restore and protect habitats for
wildlife. The gopher tortoise is one of seven species initially selected for this expanded
campaign. Landowners interested in managing and restoring their property for gopher
tortoises can enroll in the Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (WHIP) on a continuous basis at
their local USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) office. Funds from WHIP
will help share the cost of conservation practices with landowners in areas known to support
the gopher tortoise. Stay tuned for more details as we learn more about this program.
I am so grateful to have this opportunity to act as the incoming Co-Chair of the
Gopher Tortoise Council. I have thoroughly enjoyed past GTC meetings and have been
impressed with the quality of work presented, the opportunity to exchange ideas with
regional experts, and to be a part of a group whose mission is to conserve the Gopher
Tortoise, other upland species, and their habitats.
Hope to see you at the annual meeting in October!
Jen
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Thank you for being our partner in gopher tortoise and uplands conservation. This year we are trying something new! We are
offering sponsorship opportunities at our annual meeting. This year’s meeting will be held at the Kirbo Center in Bainbridge,
Georgia, October 5 and 6. Sponsor a break, lunch, or dinner and help us in further conserving the gopher tortoise and uplands!
We have sponsorship opportunities for six breaks, two lunches and one dinner. Please contact Jess McGuire (jgonynor @
gmail.com – remove spaces) If you are interested.
Donation of $250- 1 break
Signs at break table- your handouts provided at table if
desired (e.g. brochures, posters)
Acknowledgment in GTC Newsletter, meeting program,
facebook page and GTC website.
Small ad in GTC Newsletter to run for 1 issue.
Small logo on “sponsors” page of program.

The “Tortoise Burrow” is the newsletter for the
Gopher Tortoise Council. In addition to the
newsletter being permanently posted to the GTC
website, the newsletter is individually emailed to
the membership (approximately 350).
Our website is www.gophertortoisecouncil.org and
you can also find us on facebook.

Donation of $500- 2 Breaks or 1 Lunch or 1 Dinner
Signs at break table- your handouts provided at table if
desired (e.g. brochures, posters)
Acknowledgment in GTC Newsletter, meeting program,
facebook page and GTC website.

Gopher Tortoise Council, a nonprofit and tax-exempt organization
(ID#59-2010727) under IRS Code Section 501(c)(3). All contributions
tax deductible.

Ad in GTC Newsletter to run for 1 year (3 issues).
Large logo on “sponsors” page of program.
One year complimentary membership to GTC for one person
from your company/organization

GTC NEEDS YOU! If you’ve been wanting to get more involved in the Gopher Tortoise
Council, here’s your chance. GTC is looking for someone to lead the Awards Committee
(actually, that person would likely be the awards committee)! You would coordinate with
other Board members to target worthy individuals for recognition at the annual GTC
meeting and you would be responsible for having the plaques, certificates, or trophies
made. If you are interested, contact Joan Berish, Nominating Committee:
Joan.Berish@MyFWC.com.
Come out of your shell!
Get involved!
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Longleaf Pine Restoration Benefits Wildlife: Some Like it Hot Dave Steen
I recently completed my dissertation, advised by Dr. Craig Guyer (Auburn University)
and Drs. Lora Smith and Mike Conner (Joseph W. Jones Ecological Research Center at
Ichauway) and funded primarily through the Strategic Environmental Research and
Development Program (U.S. Department of Defense). Because my research is relevant to the
conservation and restoration of gopher tortoise habitat (i.e., longleaf pine sandhills) and
portions of my work were funded through generous grants from the GTC through the J. Larry
Landers Student Research Award, I thought it appropriate to write up a brief summary of my
major findings.
Eastern Diamond-backed Rattlesnakes
were rarely encountered; two
individuals were captured over the
course of the study

The once-extensive longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) ecosystem of the southeastern
United States has been reduced to a fraction of its historic extent. Many remaining
fragments of this fire-adapted system have been fire-suppressed and invaded by hardwood
trees. This change in species composition alters the habitat and is to the detriment of wildlife
assemblages associated with longleaf pine forests.
Fire surrogates and prescribed burning have been suggested as potential
management strategies to restore fire-suppressed and hardwood-invaded longleaf pine
forests. Due to the unique effects of fire, it is generally suggested that prescribed burning
should follow application of any hardwood removal treatment. However, it is unknown how
this management strategy may affect wildlife populations and assemblages. Finding out was
the goal of my dissertation.
Overall, we sampled for birds and reptiles within 20 experimental sites within firesuppressed longleaf pine forests and six reference sites (all sites were 81 hectares) on Eglin
Air Force Base. In 1995, experimental sites were initially subjected to either mechanical
hardwood removal followed by fire, herbicide application followed by fire, prescribed burning
alone, or remained in a fire-suppressed state (i.e. controls). Immediately following this

treatment, other researchers (L. Provencher, A. Litt, and others) examined the response of
The author with one of the first
snakes to be captured, an Eastern vegetation, birds, reptiles, and arthropods.
Coachwhip. The study site had been
Following the initial treatment in 1995, all sites experienced over a decade of
subjected to a prescribed burn
prescribed burning; each site was burned once every 2-3 years. In 2009 and 2010, I
revisited all the sites and sampled for birds and reptiles in the same manner as the previous
studies. We evaluated the effects of a given treatment by comparing wildlife populations and
assemblages on treatment sites to those on reference sites. If conditions associated with a
given treatment were indistinguishable from those of reference sites, we considered this as
Photos by Dave Steen

evidence that management objectives were met (i.e., the habitat was restored).
Over the long-term, application of herbicide followed by prescribed burning was the
only method that restored bird assemblages to the reference condition. However, when we
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took a closer look at the handful of species we identified as longleaf pine specialists (i.e.,
indicator species like brown-headed nuthatch, Sitta pusilla; Bachman’s sparrow, Aimophila
aestivalis, and red-headed woodpecker, Melanerpes erythrocephalus, among others), these
species responded positively to any treatment over the long-term. By the conclusion of the study,
the probability that these species appeared in any of the treatment sites was the same as the
probability that they appeared on reference sites. It did not matter how the hardwoods were
initially removed; long-term prescribed burning resulted in restoration of the bird specialists
everywhere.
As far as the reptiles were concerned, initially, reptile assemblages within treatment sites
treated with prescribed burning alone were most similar to those of reference sites; fire
surrogates did not immediately provide an observed benefit. At the conclusion of the study
however, reptile assemblages at all sites were indistinguishable from those on reference sites

Illustration by Wesley Gates

except for assemblages on sites treated with herbicide, suggesting herbicide application was
relatively ineffective at restoring reptile assemblages (the opposite of what we observed with the
birds).
Because we identified six-lined racerunner (Aspidoscelis sexlineatus) as a longleaf pine
specialist, we conducted a mark-recapture study of the species. After hardwood removal,
abundances on sites treated with prescribed burning alone, as well as on sites treated with
mechanical hardwood removal followed by fire, were comparable to abundances within reference
sites. Over time, abundances at all sites were comparable to those on reference sites. In other
words, we saw the same thing with the reptiles as we did with the birds: although there were
inconsistent trends on the assemblage level, consistent trends emerged after we took a close
look at populations of the species we would most expect to respond positively to longleaf pine
Most reptiles (including Pigmy
Rattlesnakes) were captured
hardwoods were removed, the key to effective wildlife restoration was to apply prescribed burning in bucket traps associated
over a long period of time. The good news for land managers is two-fold: 1) not only is it possible with drift fences.

restoration (i.e., the longleaf pine specialists). Specifically, it does not really matter how

to restore wildlife populations on fire-suppressed longleaf pine sandhills but, 2) the most
inexpensive method (i.e., fire) is sufficient to do the trick (provided you do it for long enough).
Dave received his Ph.D. from Auburn University in December 2011 based on the work described
above. He has been involved with the Gopher Tortoise Council since 2006, serving as website
manager, newsletter editor, and co-chair of the Upland Snake Conservation Initiative (20062009) and co-chair (2009-2011). Dave is currently without any official GTC duties; thus he is
hoping Joan is not reading this. You can read more about his research at
www.LivingAlongsideWildlife.com.

Viewing sunrises through the
Longleaf Pine savannah
almost made it worth getting
up at 0430 to listen for birds
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The Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife Festival-A New Focus on Conservation — John
Jensen
For the past 44 years, the city of Claxton, GA hosted an event that few, if any, Gopher Tortoise Council
members would have supported, much less attended. Well, the times have certainly changed. On March
10th and 11th of this year, the event officially changed from the “Claxton Rattlesnake Roundup” to the
“Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife Festival.” The name change is much more than just a case of
semantics; rather, it’s recognition of the new, conservation-friendly focus.
Prior to 2012, hundreds of eastern diamondback rattlesnakes, a declining species, were annually
rounded-up from the wild and brought to the event by hunters who were rewarded with both bounty and
prize money. Many of the snakes were inhumanely handled during the capture, storage, and transport,
and while displayed. All of the snakes were sold to ultimately be slaughtered for their skins to be
processed into various products. Worse yet, the standard collecting technique employed by snake
hunters involved blowing gasoline fumes down a long garden hose shoved to the bottom of gopher
tortoise burrows. Rattlesnakes were forced out of the burrows due to the overwhelming fumes, but
gopher tortoises and many other dormant commensals remained in the burrows to die or suffer certain
illness. Because most tortoise burrows have only one entrance and thus no draft, these fumes likely
remained at the bottom of burrows rendering them uninhabitable for quite a while.
Certainly bolstered by growing public disdain for the poor treatment of rattlesnakes and the ecological
harm caused by their collection, officials with the Evans County Wildlife Club made a monumental
decision earlier this year to change the focus from wildlife exploitation to wildlife conservation and
education. No longer would rattlesnakes be rounded up from the wild, nor would tortoise burrows and
tortoises be impacted by their collection. Instead, the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR)
would annually supply a captive source of rattlesnakes that will mimic the main “hook” for the event,
otherwise everything else that keeps the crowds coming back – the parade, beauty contest, food, arts
and craft vendors, various events, music, etc. – would remain status quo. Added to the festival to further
the new conservation and education focus would be booths from wildlife conservation groups and
agencies. The Gopher Tortoise Council, The Orianne Society, GADNR, University of Georgia Herpetology
Club, Zoo Atlanta, Jacksonville Zoo, Canoochee Riverkeeper, Georgia Southern University Center
Steve Scruggs of “Let’s Get Wild” conducting a presentation
Photo by John Jensen

Snake cages
Photo by John Jensen
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Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife Festival...continued
for Wildlife Education, Let’s Get Wild, and National Wild Turkey Federation were among those groups that
manned booths and/or presented educational programs this year. Approximately 20,000 people
attended the two-day festival this year, and with no money needing to be paid for snake bounties and
prizes, the event was proclaimed a huge success in terms of attendance, proceeds, and the conservation
message presented.

The GTC exhibit was manned by Jess McGuire,
Will McGuire, Ashley Free and Bob Herrington
Photo by J. McGuire

Brittany McGuire introduces these children to
the gopher tortoise-up close and personal!
Photo by J. McGuire

GADNR would like to extend a special thanks to those folks who helped supply 131 (!!) captive snakes
with such short notice: Warren Bond, Heyward and Ted Clamp (Edisto Island Serpentarium), Jason Clark
(Southeastern Reptile Rescue), Johnny Hester, Sloan Russeck, Steve Scruggs (Let’s Get Wild), and Dirk
Stevenson (The Orianne Society). Also, thanks are due to everyone who either attended the event or sent
letters of support to the Evans County Wildlife Club for making this economically risky, but important
change. If you haven’t shown your support it’s not too late. Please consider writing to the Evans County
Wildlife Club (PO Box 292, Claxton, GA 30417) to thank them for the change and to encourage them to
continue with the new focus in future years (as they currently plan to).
Rattlesnake Roundups still continue in Whigham, GA and Opp, AL, but with the changes at Claxton this
year and at Fitzgerald in 2001, and their success stories, hopefully the organizers of the remaining
roundups will take notice and follow suit.
The GTC board wishes to extend special kudos to John Jensen whose many years of effort, with the support of the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources, have resulted in turning this annual event into a conservation success story!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Gopher Tortoise Council’s Donna J. Heinrich Environmental Education
Grant
The GTC Environmental Education Grant supports educators and organizations committed to developing
educational projects about the gopher tortoise and the fascinating world in which it lives. The grant also
honors Donna June Heinrich, an environmental educator, whose life was dedicated to conserving wildlife
and their associated habitats.
Deadline for 2012 applications is August 31st. Applications may be downloaded from our web site
(www.gophertortoisecouncil.org/grants.php). On the left hand side of the page click “Grants Program”
and scroll down after the grants page loads. Applications which contain the following will be given
preference:
· Projects that reach diverse and new audiences.
· Projects that focus on the importance of the conservation of intact upland ecosystems.
· Projects that encourage community involvement.
· Projects that have matching funds.
Please follow the instructions on the grants program page noting the requirements.
For questions contact Laura Jewell at: wewerka@embarqmail.com

The J. Larry Landers Student Research Award
The J. Larry Landers Student Research Award is a Gopher Tortoise Council competitive grant program for
undergraduate and graduate college students. Proposals can address research concerning gopher
tortoise biology or any other relevant aspect of upland habitat conservation and management. The
amount of the award is variable, but has averaged $1,000 over the last few years.
The proposal should be limited to four pages in length and should include a description of the project, a
concise budget, and a brief resume of the student.
This is an excellent opportunity for undergraduate and graduate students to access funding for their
projects.
The deadline for grant proposals each year is the 15th of September. Proposals should be submitted
electronically in Word, if possible, and sent to bob.herrington@gsw.edu.
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Student Spotlight-featuring Florida Atlantic University’s SEEDS Project
The Gopher Tortoise Council is pleased to present a new feature-Student Spotlight. This edition’s article
was submitted by FAU student Josh Scholl and features the efforts of Josh and other students including
Jasmine Coyle, Marina Lauck, Adam Chen, Ariel Zieger and Sumintra Williams. For those of you in
attendance at last October’s meeting, you may remember Josh’s presentation on distribution and habitat
use of the gopher tortoise. Stay tuned for updates on this exciting project at future GTC conferences!

Tortoise Conservation and Education at Florida Atlantic University by Josh Scholl
Florida Atlantic University is located in beautiful Boca Raton, Florida. Just a few miles away from the
ocean, FAU is home to a 90-acre preserve which supports a tortoise population estimated to range
between 90-100 individuals. The FAU preserve originally consisted of more than 150 acres; however,
development has reduced it to its current size. The preserve is surrounded by FAU buildings, an airport
and a bustling interstate highway. Consequently, natural habitat management, in the form of prescribed
fire, is not possible. As a result habitat degradation is also a concern at FAU and a big problem for the
remaining tortoise population.
Many commensal species also inhabit the FAU preserve. These include the state listed burrowing owl,
black racer, five-lined skink, six-lined racerunner, and coachwhip. The preserve is composed primarily of
scrub habitat with a small portion of pine flatwoods and oak hammock.
SEEDS (Strategies for Ecology Education, Diversity and Sustainability) is a chapter of the Ecological
Society of America and a student ecology club at FAU. SEEDS consists of both graduate and
undergraduate students as well as two very supportive faculty advisors. SEEDS’ mission is to protect the
FAU preserve and promote involvement in gopher tortoise research. Our SEEDS chapter is appropriately
named “The Burrow” in honor of the tortoise’s subterranean home. As part of our efforts to protect the
preserve we have created a nature trail complete with signs, benches, and picnic tables.

Heading down the
tortoise trail

Going over the day’s
activities

SEEDS also proposed to develop and host environmental education workshops in the FAU preserve.
Specifically, we proposed to focus on educating our university community on the life history of the gopher
tortoise. Participants would be introduced to important tortoise ecology facts and then asked to work
together with workshop leaders to address key conservation concerns of remaining tortoise populations.
Examples include presenting participants with real data on tortoise habitat use and population
demographics and then asking them to suggest conservation efforts that could be applied.
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Fortunately the Gopher Tortoise Council helped fund our environmental education workshops through
the Donna J. Heinrich award providing the critical foundation for years of exciting conservation and
education at FAU. We have hosted several workshops on the trail already and received a lot of attention
from the student body as well as the local community. We are currently working on setting up our dates
with K-12 students.
This opportunity has opened several avenues for SEEDS in terms of protecting the natural area for the
tortoises and commensals. For one, word of our workshops has sparked faculty member interests in
helping us protect the natural area and conduct more research on the tortoises, commensals, and the
importance of natural areas in general. Since our start, the College of Education and College of Arts and
Letters have become involved in our efforts. In addition, we have been able to increase the visitorship to
our natural area, and thus awareness, by about three-fold. Finally, three faculty members were very
excited about our workshops and as a result of this, and overall student satisfaction, have agreed to
incorporate the workshops into their syllabi for next year.
We are thankful to the GTC for providing the foundational support for this student-led project which has
incredible potential for expansion that is already being realized. Without this critical support we would not
have been able to enhance our efforts to protect critical tortoise habitat or educate the community about
the fascinating ecology of the gopher tortoise.

A discussion of tortoise biology with
FAU students

Future Student Spotlight Features...
The GTC is soliciting graduate and undergraduate nominations concerning students who are actively involved in upland
conservation projects within the gopher tortoise’s range for future newsletters. The purpose of this feature is to encourage
greater student participation in the organization and bring recognition to students and their projects. Projects pertaining to
research, management, or policy will be considered. Please submit a brief description of the project and any findings to date.
Submissions should be approximately 500 words and may be accompanied by a photograph(s). Please send to:
GTCnewsletter@gmail.com or cygates@ufl.edu.

Learn more about the Gopher Tortoise and the Gopher Tortoise Council
at www.gophertortoisecouncil.org
Also “like” us on Facebook and get Tortoise News and Council Updates.
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CONTRIBUTED ARTICLE
Longle af Pine Res toration Benefi ts Wildlife : Some Like it H ot

Burrow Camera Used to Educate and Excite Students at E.O. Wilson Biophilia Center-Christy Scally
Anytime you can get a student to say, “That is sooo cool!” or “Wow, that’s
awesome!” you know you’ve reached them. Thanks to a collaborative effort
by Laura (Wewerka) Jewell, Julia Noran, Ed Wester and the Gopher Tortoise
Council’s donation of a gopher tortoise burrow camera to the E.O. Wilson
Biophilia Center, we get to hear more comments like these from students.
The E.O. Wilson Biophilia Center, located on Nokuse Plantation in the Florida
Panhandle, is an educational facility teaching students in fourth and seventh
grades within a 6-county area, with curriculum written online with the Florida
Next Generation Sunshine State Standards. Students visit the campus for
either a 4-day or a 2-day program and participate in as many as 15
environmental subjects including the longleaf pine keystone species, the
gopher tortoise.

“Turtle Bob” Walker and Stella
Davis set up the burrow
camera

The Biophilia Campus has an area in which students get to hike through a
gopher tortoise pen housing 13 tortoises. Unfortunately, the schools visiting
in the winter months often don’t have the opportunity to see the tortoises
walking around in their natural habitat. The camera has allowed these
students to see them inside their burrows.

Students anxiously await their turn
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On a small black and white monitor, Bob Walker (better known as “Turtle Bob”) shows students the
head, shell or feet of a gopher tortoise nestled snuggly in the burrow. Telling students that a tortoise may
or may not be in a burrow is not nearly as appealing as getting to actually look and see if the tortoise is
home. To add to the excitement, Turtle Bob tells the students that he has seen a skunk in a tortoise
burrow before! It’s like a live cracker-jack box- kids get so excited wondering what prize may be inside the
burrow. As a bonus, schools are encouraging STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering and
math) in the classroom, and this gopher tortoise camera definitely fits the bill.
Christy is the director of the E.O. Wilson Biophilia Center. For more information about the Center, please
visit www.eowilsoncenter.org.

“Turtle Bob” and student peer into burrow with
aid of camera

Special note-Bob was awarded GTC’s 2011 Conservation Education Award at the October meeting for his outstanding efforts
toward educating children of the Florida Panhandle-congratulations Bob!

*** Join or Renew Your Membership in GTC ***
The following membership categories are available:
Student: $15

Corporation/Society: $50

Regular Membership: $25

Sustaining: $75

Contributor: $40

Life Membership: $300

Membership benefits include a subscription to the Gopher Tortoise Council's newsletter, The Tortoise
Burrow. Your membership contributions also support our student awards and education grants.
The Gopher Tortoise Council is a nonprofit organization and all contributions are tax deductible.
The easiest way to join or maintain your membership is to use the secure PayPal method provided on our
web site (www.gophertortoisecouncil.org). If you prefer to mail your payment, forms can be downloaded
from the web site and sent to:
Gopher Tortoise Council
c/o Florida Museum of Natural History
P.O. Box 117800, University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611
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Priority Research Topics for the Conservation of Gopher Tortoises — compiled from the 33rd Annual
Meeting of the Gopher Tortoise Council, October 13-15, 2011-submitted by Joan Berish
In 2003, a group of key people, including gopher tortoise researchers and managers, came together at the Joseph W. Jones
Ecological Research Center in southwest Georgia to discuss current gopher tortoise status and to identify priority research
needs for this keystone species. Because this group met nearly a decade ago, much of what was identified has been
addressed and those specific knowledge gaps have been filled. However, despite the recent flurry of research efforts, there
are facets of gopher tortoise life history, ecology, and response to management activities that remain poorly understood.
At the 33rd annual meeting of the Gopher Tortoise Council, a special session was held and included many key gopher
tortoise researchers. The special research session consisted of four expert-led panel presentations and discussions.
Participants were able to take part in the discussions to help create a blueprint of future research needs for gopher tortoises
over the next decade. Addressing these topics specifically will help fill remaining data gaps for the gopher tortoise. The four
primary themes included in the special session were:
Minimum patch size and minimum viable population
Restocking and relocation
Juvenile needs and survival
Long-term population dynamics and movements
In July 2011, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service published a 12-month finding on the status of the gopher tortoise in the
eastern portion of the species’ range as warranted for listing as Threatened under the Endangered Species Act, but precluded
from federal listing. The special session themes were selected, in part, because these topics were noted as areas of concern
and data gaps in the 12-month finding. The detailed list of research needs that resulted from this special session will help
guide research efforts to provide information that can be used to successfully conserve gopher tortoise populations.
It is important to recognize the research that has been completed, much of it by the experts who participated on the special
session panels. Without the dedication and contributions by Henry Mushinsky, Earl McCoy, Lora Smith, Tracey Tuberville, Kurt
Buhlmann, Joe Butler, Dave Rostal, Becky Bolt, Matt Hinderliter, and Joan Berish, our understanding of this species would be
far behind what it is today. Although these researchers, along with their many graduate students and technicians, have
contributed to the vast knowledge base on gopher tortoise ecology and management, there is still much to learn. Joan Berish
often says, “Gopher tortoises do not reveal their secrets easily.” Because this long-lived, burrowing species is challenging to
study, academicians and field practitioners will continue to collaborate to fill the data gaps identified during this special
session.
This detailed list of research questions was generated from the presentations of the panel participants and the brainstorming session with the GTC audience at the October 2011 meeting. In the near future, it would be beneficial to further
hone this list to reflect the greatest immediate research needs. The resulting prioritized list would further guide graduate
students, university department advisors, professional biologists, and granting entities to direct appropriate resources and
undertake the most useful research projects. By addressing the greatest research needs of this keystone species, biologists,
managers, and policy makers have the ability to significantly and positively impact the conservation of gopher tortoises into
the future.
Special thanks go to the 2010-2012 Co-chair of the Gopher Tortoise Council, Ron Concoby, for making this special
session happen and including it as part of the 33rd annual meeting. Appreciation is also extended to GTC secretary Connie
Henderson for taking notes during the session.
1) Minimum patch size and minimum viable population
A. Population viability and habitat patch size
 What is the minimum viable population size for the species?
 What is the minimum patch size needed to support a viable population?
 How does minimum patch size vary based on geographic area or habitat?
 How does landscape fragmentation influence connectivity of tortoise populations?
B. Habitat management and restoration
 What are the impacts of intensive forestry site preparation on tortoise populations?
 Do invasive/exotic plant species have an impact on tortoises? How does exotic vegetation control (e.g.,
application of herbicides) affect gopher tortoises?
 How does habitat restoration affect patch size and tortoise movements? Do tortoises re-colonize restored
habitat? And if so, at what rate does colonization occur?
 What are the best tortoise foods to plant in restoration sites?
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Priority Research Topics for the Conservation of Gopher Tortoises ...continued





What are the optimal management techniques (e.g., burn frequency in various habitats)?
What are the impacts to commensal species that result from gopher tortoise habitat management?
Are there any impacts to tortoises when using herbicides in and around gopher tortoise burrows?
What is the effect of herbicides to juvenile tortoises? (e.g., possibly more susceptible to chemical use).

C. Status of tortoises on public lands
 How many tortoises occur on public lands and what is the status of these populations?
 How much suitable habitat is available (total acreage and patch size)? What is the quality of that habitat?
 What are the current and past land management techniques on these lands (i.e., burn history)?
 Are there other land uses that might affect tortoises?
 What is the status of tortoise populations in extreme south Florida and on barrier islands? What population and
habitat management might these smaller populations need to persist?
2) Restocking and relocation
A. Site Fidelity
 What are the most important factors to maximize site fidelity?
 Does moving an entire colony increase site fidelity? How does this compare with site fidelity when single
individuals from different donor sites are moved to a recipient site?
 Does distance from a tortoise’s home range alter site fidelity?
 How do habitat type/quality differences between the donor site and recipient site affect site fidelity?
 How long should tortoises be enclosed to facilitate site fidelity? How far do hard-released tortoises disperse?
 When is onsite relocation a better option than offsite relocation?
B. Interaction of resident tortoises and relocated tortoises
 What are the negative impacts of relocated tortoises on residents?
 What are the impacts on social structure of interactions between relocated and resident tortoises?
 What are the disease implications of relocation to both occupied and unoccupied sites?
C. Stocking densities
 What are appropriate stocking densities by habitat type/quality?
 When do we need to augment a population? (ties back into minimum viable population).
D. Relocation of juveniles
 What is the long term survivorship of relocated juveniles?
 How do the movement patterns of relocated juveniles compare to that of adults?
E. Monitoring
 When is intervention and monitoring of relocated tortoises no longer necessary, i.e., how do we determine
success? (e.g., tortoises no longer leaving site; tortoises are reproducing and have created a viable population).
F. Genetics
 Expand genetic database across the species’ range to gain a better understanding of similarities and differences
that might affect relocation and other population management activities.
3) Juvenile needs and survival
A. Survival
 What is the survival rate from hatching to breeding age?
 Need to develop population viability models that incorporate survival of juvenile life stages to determine the
appropriate age class structure in a stable, declining, or increasing population.
 Are there population-level impacts of imported red fire ants on juvenile tortoises?
 What methods can be used to detect juvenile tortoises and their burrows in population surveys?
 How can we permanently mark juvenile tortoises for long-term studies? Are PIT-tags the best option?
 Does season of burn affect nutritional status of tortoises (juveniles in particular)?
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Priority Research Topics for the Conservation of Gopher Tortoises ...continued
B. Movements
 Examine juvenile dispersal.
 How far do they move?
 Do siblings spatially partition habitat?
 Is there a survivorship trade-off between dispersing to high quality habitat versus staying closer to the
natal area?
4) Long-term population dynamics and movements
A. Population Dynamics
 Need baseline data to investigate long-term population dynamics over “tortoise time” (decades) and to evaluate
the effects of various management practices and land use activities over time.
 Is there a reliable method to determine an individual’s age?
 What recapture rates should we expect in a population over time?
 Is growth rate influenced by habitat condition?
B. Emigration
 Within populations, which individuals disperse?
 What factors (e.g., environmental, social, forage-related, competition) might influence emigration?
 Does forage affect movements, in terms of seasonal availability and nutritional needs?
C. Immigration
 What attracts tortoises to a specific area? (e.g., mate-seeking, habitat type/quality, food availability).
D. Survival
 How do survival rates compare across age classes? Is there seasonal variation in survival rates?
 What are the impacts (short-term and long-term) of predation on tortoise populations?
 What are the impacts (short-term and long-term) of disease on tortoise populations?

For your information...Revisions to Florida’s Gopher Tortoise Management Plan. The Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission will be accepting written comments on the first draft of the
Management Plan revisions until April 10. There will be additional public comment opportunities through
July on each improved draft of the plan. Please check the MyFWC.com/GopherTortoise website for
updates.
RECENT RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Ashton, K.G. and A.C.S. Knipps. 2011. Effects of fire history on amphibian and reptile assemblages in rosemary scrub.
Journal of Herpetology 45: 497-503.
Ennen, J.R. and C.P. Qualls. 2011. Distribution and habitat utilization of the gopher tortoise tick (Amblyomma tuberculatum)
in southern Mississippi. Journal of Parasitology 97: 202-206.
Hernandez, S. M., T. D. Tuberville, P. Frank, S. J. Stahl, M. M. McBride, K. A. Buhlmann, and S. J. Divers. 2011. Health and
reproductive assessment of a free-ranging gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) population following translocation.
Journal of Herpetological Medicine and Surgery 20(2-3): 84-93.
Johnson, A. J., L. Wendland, T. M. Norton, B. Belzer, E.R. Jacobson. 2010. Development and use of an indirect enzyme- linked
immunosorbent assay for detection of iridovirus exposure in gopher tortoises (Gopherus polyphemus) and eastern
box turtles (Terrapene carolina carolina). Veterinary Microbiology 142: 160-167.
Perez-Heydrich, C., M.K. Oli, and M.B. Brown. 2012. Population-level influence of a recurring disease on a long-lived wildlife
host. Oikos 121: 377-388.
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Kids’ Corner

Featuring illustrations by Miranda Greenhalgh with text by Jess Gonynor McGuire
Look for the gopher tortoise and gopher frog in future editions! Or go to:
https://sites.google.com/site/jlgonynor/Home/gtc-coloring-pages

Artwork and display from Claxton Rattlesnake and Wildlife Festival-see related article on pages 5-6.
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